Notes and FAQs
The Fasolini’s Company uses what is, in effect, a deployable weapon but not a towed one. The TU card details that, with the weapon system on the vehicle it may move at Medium, Wheeled and – with the weapon deployed (which costs 2LPs like a regular towed weapon) the truck can move at Fast, Wheeled (and may also transport 1TU of infantry if desired).

Unlike a regular towed weapon that has \textit{FArc} and costs 1LP to rotate to any arc other than that and may not move when deployed, Fasolini’s company use a weapon system that has it’s own motive power system, albeit not a very effective one – it always costs 1LP more than normal to move at \textit{Slow, Tracked} (so – under the 1-2-4 rule, it would cost 2LPs for the first move, 3LPs for the second move and 5LPs for the third move). However the weapon has a 360 degree mount so it does not pay to change arc.
The weapon system counts as part of the same TU as the transporter and cannot be targeted separately when mounted on the vehicle – it is, in effect, the vehicle’s main weapon and – on a damage result of a 3 or a 4 – may be destroyed as such. The weapon system always has a 360 degree field of fire when on the transporter and can be fired from the back of the vehicle, but suffers a drop of one quality level to \textit{Trained 5+} (like an artillery piece deployed at Line of Sight targets (page 123 main rules)).